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1 Exercise 2: Offline Analysis

Your effort in decoding the covert channels
has confirmed that indeed some data leakage
operations are taking place within the Ministry
at this moment. However, the arrested per-
son seems not to be talking too much. More-
over, the machine from where the information
was sent belongs to a bachelor trainee who as-
sures that he does not know anything; actu-
ally, he claims that his computer must have
been hacked.

In your opinion, the decoded messages
found in the notebook clearly show that there
is a problem within the minister’s office net-
work. Again, you suspect that covert channels
are used.

After reporting your conjecture to your su-
periors, they ask you to go on with your in-
vestigation.

1.1 Exploring the captured traffic

While the security staff physically checks
the rooms of the minister, you quickly go
back to your office and ask the network oper-
ators for recent traffic captures of the minis-
ter’s office network. Fortunately, they do have
them. Together with your team, you proceed
to search a covert channel that could have past
undetected so far by the ministry’s security
barriers. Your main goal is to unmask IP ad-
dresses of the sender and receiver of a possible
covert channel. Therefore, you must discover
which traffic feature is used to conceal data,
and, if possible, what kind of information is
clandestinely sent through such security hole.

Now it is time to apply the methods and tools you
have learned in Exercise 1. You can find the captured
traffic as a pcap file to analyze in your workfiles folder
(/home/team??/workfiles/team??ex21.pcap).

Rep:2.a – Steps

Find and decode the covert channel. In the report,
depict briefly every step so that your exploration can
be successfully understood and reproduced. For ev-
ery step (in list format), provide sound arguments
or reasoning that support your decisions. In addi-
tion, specify all the information that characterizes the
covert channel.

Note: Also, briefly comment on wrong attempts
or approaches which did not lead to any improvement
but allowed you to progress in your reasoning. Be
short, accurate, and organized.

Hint: In order to facilitate solving this exercise,
the following hint is provided: the covert channel is
concealed in a flow with ≥ 400 packets.

Important: Be sure that you have read all the ex-
ercise sheet up to section 1.2 before you start solving
this task.

Rep:2.b – Message

Write in the report the message contained in the dis-
covered covert channel.

You remember some tools that a colleague
recently told you about during a coffee break.
These tools might be useful to seize covert
channels and discriminate irrelevant data and
connections. Thus, you start reading about
them:

1.1.1 IP address flow information

Theory To check aggregated data of traffic flows can
be useful to identify or filter suspicious IP addresses. In
normative documents [1], a Flow (traffic) is defined as
a set of packets or frames passing an Observation Point
in the network during a certain time interval. All pack-
ets belonging to a particular Flow have a set of common
properties. For this exercise, let us consider that one flow
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contains all packets going from one Source Address to
one Destination Address. For instance, a TCP connection
between client A and server B would be expressed with
two flows: A to B and B to A.

Usage In the workfiles folder you can find a script
showinfo.py. This script takes the following arguments:
a) a CSV file to analyze and b) a specific “source” or
“destination” IP address. The script outputs some in-
formation about the activity of the provided “source” or
“destination” and its main flow (in terms of packet vol-
ume).

Example Consider an hypothetical CSV traffic capture
file called example.csv. The command

% ./workfiles/showinfo.py --input example.csv

--destination-ip 121.39.55.24

outputs the following information:
1 Number o f p a c k e t s : 6
2 Number o f c o n n e c t i n g p a r t n e r s : 4
3 Most c o n n e c t i o n s : 2 0 0 . 1 3 3 . 2 7 . 4 4
4 Number o f p a c k e t s f o r 2 0 0 . 1 3 3 . 2 7 . 4 4 : 3

Results show that the host 121.39.55.24 has received
only 6 packets from 4 different hosts, and that the source
address 200.133.27.44 sent the most packets (3) to the
selected host. With so few packets from a single source, it
is unlikely that the host 121.39.55.24 has received a covert
communication in the analyzed capture. The situation
changes for this second example1, however:

% ./workfiles/showinfo.py --input example.csv

--source-ip 110.23.9.32

1 Number o f p a c k e t s : 645
2 Number o f c o n n e c t i n g p a r t n e r s : 2
3 Most c o n n e c t i o n s : 1 2 8 . 3 4 . 1 1 2 . 1 1 0
4 Number o f p a c k e t s f o r 1 2 8 . 3 4 . 1 1 2 . 1 1 0 : 620

Here, the selected host has sent a considerable num-
ber of packets (645) to two different hosts, mostly to
128.34.112.110 (620 packets). Of course, this is not
by itself suspicious to conceal a covert communication,
since this is can be a perfectly normal scenario. Neverthe-
less, the introduced tool can be helpful to quickly display
some relevant flow information about a specific “source”
or “destination” under observation.

1.1.2 Multimodality estimation

Theory A suitable way of detecting possible covert
channels is estimating the number of principal symbols
M(X) (multimodality estimation [2]). A rough estima-
tion can be obtained as follows:

M(X) =

∑
n2i

max

(
n2i

) (1)

1Note that, in the first example, we have selected to check the
host in its role as a destination (--destination-ip), and in the
second example as a source (--source-ip).

where M(X) stands for the number of principal symbols
of the observed histogram X. X represents the relative
frequencies of occurrences of different states of a phe-
nomenon (i.e. a specific traffic-flow feature). ni refers to
the number of occurrences of a particular state i. Terms
are squared to emphasize dominant symbols and fade less
frequent symbols.

Figure 1: Histogram of packet lengths for an example case

Example This measure can be understood more clearly
with an example. Assume we want to know whether a
specific IP address A is using the packet length L to clan-
destinely convey information to destination address B. We
filter the traffic and analyze the histogram of the packet
length values used in the A→B flow (Figure 1). Based on
the displayed histogram, a 2-symbol covert channel with
two modes of length 107 and 671 could be in use. There-
fore, we can consider this connection suspicious. The
same information is provided by equation 1 without hav-
ing to visually check the histogram. For the displayed
case, out of 130 packets, length occurrences are: 107 (53
times), 295 (5), 389 (8), 577 (9), 671 (47) and 953 (8).
The number of principal symbols can be estimated by

M(L)|A,B =
532 + 52 + 82 + 92 + 472 + 82

532
' 1.8 (2)

The result (' 1.8) gives an approximation on the number
of principal symbols, i.e. 2.

Usage In the workfiles folder you find a script
srcfeat_modes.py, which takes the following argu-
ments: a) a CSV file to analyze, b) a feature to check,
and c) a selection between “sources” or “destinations”. It
outputs a list, showing the following information:

X.X.X.X1, No. of packets1, No. of states1,f , M1(f)

X.X.X.X2, No. of packets2, No. of states2,f , M2(f)

...
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where X.X.X.Xi is the source or destination address i and
No. of packetsi refers to the number of packets sent or
received by i. No. of statesi,f stands for the total number
of observed states of feature f used by i, and Mi(f) is the
estimation of the number of principal symbols for feature
f used by i. For the example above, the output would
look like:

A, 150, 6, 1.8

This means that A sends 150 packets, from which the
majority is shared between 2 out of 6 observed states.

This technique can be used to filter suspicious sources
and destinations by observing the relative frequency oc-
currences of different features; mainly for those features
where normal or random distributions are expected (i.e.
where multimodal distributions are rare). Also M(X)
values close to 1 usually indicate the absence of a covert
channel (since only a single dominant symbol hardly allows
efficient communication). Important! There are multi-
ple situations in which this detection scheme can fail. For
example, when the analyzed time scope is too large com-
pared to the time during which the covert channel is used
(then symbols used for hidden communication become less
dominant), also when code symbols correspond to feature
ranges instead of specific values, or when there is a sig-
nificant amount of noise caused by non-related traffic.

1.1.3 Mean of autocorrelation coefficients

Theory In some cases, traffic hiding covert channels can
be detected by looking at the time evolution of field val-
ues. For instance, some fields, such as the IP Identi-
fication, are expected to follow self-correlated patterns.
Breaking such patterns can suggest the existence of a
covert channel.

We define ρA as the average of a set of selected au-
tocorrelation coefficients (absolute values) with different
lags (e.g. A = {1, ..., 5}):

ρA =
1

N

A∑
τ

|Rτ | (3)

where N is the number of elements in A. Rτ is the
autocorrelation coefficient of the time series Y1, ..., Yz for
the lag τ , defined in equation 4:

Rτ =
E[(Yt − µ)(Yt+τ − µ)]

σ2
(4)

with µ and σ2 being the mean and variance of the time
series, and E the expected value.

Usage In the workfiles folder you can find a script
autocorr.py, which takes different arguments that iden-
tify a feature and a flow inside a CSV traffic file (run
autocorr.py without any arguments for additional in-
formation). The script outputs a score ∈ [0, ..., 1], which

is the calculation of ρA. Values close to “0” means no
correlation, whereas close to “1” indicates a high self-
correlation.2

Example For the first example, imagine that host A
sends 104 consecutive packets to destination B using two
different TCP Destination Ports, 80 and 443. Packet by
packet, the Destination Port sequence could be as follows:

80,80,80,80,80,80,80,80,80,80,80,80,80,80,80,80,80,80,80,80,
80,80,80,80,80,80,80,80,80,80,80,80,80,80,433,433,433,433,
433,433,433,433,433,433,433,433,433,433,433,433,433,433,433,
433,433,433,433,433,433,433,433,433,433,433,433,433,433,433,
80,80,80,80,80,80,80,80,80,80,80,80,80,80,80,80,80,80,80,80,
80,80,80,80,80,80,80,80,433,433,433,433,433,433,433,433

autocorr.py obtains ρA = 0.78 for such sequence. It
is not common in normal traffic to observe a highly over-
lapping destination ports (over long time periods) and,
therefore, autocorrelation values are expected to be high.

In a second example, however, ”Hello world!” has been
binary encoded, using Destination Port 80 to mask ’0’
and Destination Port 443 to mask ’1’. The 104-packet
sequence in this second example is mixed and chaotic,
showing a low ρA = 0.09:

80,433,433,80,433,80,80,80,80,433,433,80,80,433,80,433,80,433,
433,80,433,433,80,80,80,433,433,80,433,433,80,80,80,433,433,
80,433,433,433,433,80,80,433,80,80,80,80,80,80,433,433,433,
80,433,433,433,80,433,433,80,433,433,433,433,80,433,433,433,
80,80,433,80,80,433,433,80,433,433,80,80,80,433,433,80,80,
433,80,80,80,80,433,80,80,80,80,433,80,80,80,80,433,80,433,80

Important! Whether to expect high or low self-
correlated sequences of values in a flow strongly depends
on the traffic feature under analysis as well as the type of
searched covert channel technique. Deep knowledge and
understanding of traffic features and covert channels are
mandatory for effective detection.

1.1.4 Combining tools and filters

This second set of exercises requires the combined de-
ployment of introduced tools and methods. Correct pre-
processing and filtering is determinant to remove irrele-
vant data and to progress in the task of seizing the covert
channel. The exploration entails repeatedly filtering, gen-
erating CSV files, analyzing CSV files, suggesting and test-
ing hypothesis, and improving filtering criteria.

For example, LibreOffice spreadsheets can be a suitable
tool for filtering data. Results from Wireshark, Rapid-
miner3 and the srcfeat_modes.py script can be saved as
CSV files and imported into a spreadsheet. Then, filters
can be applied using: “Data>Filter>Standard Filter...”
by selecting diverse criteria (Figures 2 and 3).

2Note that the flow must contain a sufficient number of packets
in order to provide a meaningful, reliable estimation.

3Have a look on the “Filter Examples” and “Write CSV” oper-
ators in Rapidminer.
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Figure 2: Filtering entries of a Wireshark CSV output file

Figure 3: Filtering entries of an output file obtained from
the multimodality script

1.2 Encrypted covert data

Your suspicions about the usage of covert
channels within the minister’s office network
to clandestinely convey information proved to
be true eventually. Your findings indicate that
another covert communication is likely tak-
ing place right now and, according to the pre-
viously discovered message, it might be en-
crypted this time. Quickly, you ask the net-
work operators for the newest traffic captures
of the minister’s office network.

While gathering your team, a member of
the ministry’s security staff approaches. He
informs you that another suspect was taken
into custody and hands you a note (Fig-
ure 4) that was found in the suspect’s pocket.
Clearly, the security staff does not have the
slightest clue about the meaning of the note.
You, on the other hand, immediately recognize
its value; this might actually facilitate decrypt-
ing the covert message.

Finally, everybody in your team starts
checking the most recent traffic files. All in-
formation you can disclose about the intruders
and the transferred data are of utmost impor-
tance!

You can find the captured traffic as a
pcap file to analyze in your workfiles folder
(/home/team??/workfiles/team??ex22.pcap).

Figure 4: Note from the second suspect.

Rep:2.c – Encryption/Decryption

What does the note reveal about the used encryption?
How can you use that information the decrypt the
message?

Rep:2.d – Steps

Find, decode, and decrypt the covert channel. In the
report, depict briefly every step so that your explo-
ration can be understood and reproduced. For every
step (in list format), provide sound arguments or rea-
soning that support your decisions. In addition, spec-
ify all the information that characterizes the covert
channel.

Note: Also, briefly comment on wrong attempts
or approaches that did not lead to any improvement
but allowed you to progress in your reasoning. Be
short, accurate, and organized.

Hint: Use the hint within the covert message dis-
covered in the exercise 2.1 for solving this exercise.
Note that the hint provided in the exercise 2.1 de-
scription is no longer valid. Therefore, the length of
the flow containing this new covert channel can be
arbitrary.

Rep:2.d – Message

Write in the report the message contained in the dis-
covered covert channel.
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